TURBOCHARGING AND SUPERCHARGING

FORCED INDUCTION PERFORMANCE TUNING by A. Graham Bell A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO SUPERCHARGING AND TURBOCHARGING Founded on the author's many years of experience in building, tuning and modifying high-performance engines, this comprehensive work sets out in accessible language the principles involved in forced induction, supported by tables and numerous illustrations. From basic theory through to building a rugged engine, all the important aspects are explained and analyzed. An essential workshop tool for anyone involved in developing high-output, maximum power road and competition engines. 'an essential workshop tool' 50 Motor Club Bulletin 'full of common sense' Cars & Car Conversions Published: 2002 Hard cover 233 x 169mm, 464 pages, 360 illustrations ISBN: 1 85960 691 1 Book No: H691 $A69.95

A GUIDE TO TURBO & SUPERCHARGERS; A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO FORCED INDUCTION: Blower & turbo basics · Turbo VL Commodore power upgrades Aussie-made blowers · Amazing 750hp Nissan turbo six Plus pages and pages of pavement pounders. Forced Induction- there's no feeling like it and there is other way you can get that feeling but from a blower or turbo. In this book we discuss everything you need to know about blowers and turbos. We show you many models of cars modified with turbos and superchargers. Published 2000. Hard bound 160 colour pages. Book No 16693 $A39.95

HOW TO BUILD SUPERCHARGED & TURBOCHARGED SMALL-BLOCK FORDS by Bob McClurg How to improve upon, the performance level of a small-block Ford pushrod V-8 engine like a 289-302, a 351- Windsor, a Ford 351-Cleveland, or even the latest generation 4.6L/5.4L " modular" small- block V-8 engines? That's EXACTLY what this book is all about! Create lightning-quick and affordable performance car. Featuring legendary supercharger and turbocharger manufacturers like Paxton, Vortech, Pro-Charger, Garret- AirResearch and Power Dyne, as well as traditional Roots- style systems. This book covers everything you need to know about supercharging and turbocharging your small- block Ford. SA-Design Published 2005 Soft bound 128 pages 22 x 28 cm Approximately 425 b/w photos ISBN 1884089887 Book No SA89 $A44.95

MAXIMUM BOOST by Corky Bell Designing, Testing and Installing Turbocharger Systems Maximum Boost is the definitive book on Turbocharging. This hands-on book gives you the most detailed information available on understanding designing, setting up, testing and modifying your car with a turbocharging system. Find out what really works and what doesn't, what turbo is right for your needs and what type of setup will give you that extra horsepower. The author shows you how to select and install the right turbo, how to prep the engine, test the systems, integrate a turbo with and electronic fuel injection system or carburetor and even gives detailed troubleshooting information for both OEM and aftermarket turbocharging systems. Softcover, 7 7/8 in. x 10 3/8 in. 256 pages 302 photographs and illustrations Bentley Stock Number: RB-GTUR ISBN: 0-8376-0160-6 $A75.00

SPORT COMPACT TURBOS & BLOWERS by Joe Pettit Lightweight and high-revving, sport compacts are today's most popular cars. They have developed a cult following among today's youth and are fueling a multi-million dollar industry in modification parts and equipment. While most owners of sport compacts can afford the simple bolt-ons available, some owners want to take their modifications a step further. There is intense competition to be the fastest, and quite often the only way to win is to go to the next level - by installing a supercharger/blower or turbocharger on your engine. This book is an enthusiast's guide to understanding and using turbocargers and superchargers on sport compact cars. It covers the basics of each system and compares their pros and cons. Building and tuning small-displacement 4- and 6- cylinder engines to maximize performance and reliability with forced induction is also covered. SA Design Published 2005 Soft bound 21 x 28 cm 128 pages 300 black & white photos & illustrations ISBN 1884089887 Book No SA89 $A44.95

SUPERCHARGED! By Corky Bell Design, Testing and Installation of Supercharger Systems. Provides clear and comprehensive information on how to select, size, and install a complete supercharger system that is both successful and reliable. This comprehensive book with numerous illustrations deals with all aspects of the supercharger system from the initial planning stages There are also chapters devoted to engine preparation, mounting the supercharger, and testing procedures. Each chapter is complete with accurate information, such as formulas for calculating necessary elements of the system, like size of the supercharger, intercooler, drive mechanisms, etc. Its not just t theory., hands-on application of his information. In the chapter ” Implementing the Design” he takes us step by step through the calculations, design, installation, and testing of an original supercharger system for a BMW Z3 that ends up producing 10 more horsepower than originally estimated to propel the car down the drag strip in the mid-14 second range. In the next chapter, ” Installing a Supercharger Kit,” he shows us how to install and dyno check a Toyota off-the-shelf factory system on a Toyota pick-up truck. A suppliers list and glossary are also included at the end of the book. Soft cover, 7-7/8 in. x 10-3/8 in. 346 pages 165 photos, illustrations and diagrams Bentley Stock Number: GSUP ISBN: 0-8376-0168- 1 $75.00
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STREET SUPERCHARGING, A DO-IT-YOURSELF GUIDE TO by Pat Ganahl
Build a Supercharging Street Screamer. Buying, Installing, Tuning Blowers STREET SUPERCHARGING is the hottest book about today's hottest performance topic. For brute horsepower, nothing can equal a high-winding supercharged engine, and this quality book is the definitive reference of modern supercharging science. From basic design and selection to hands-on installation tips, this easy-to-read book explores many types and brands of superchargers. Technical and practical advice from top experts is included in every chapter. Includes listing of blower and accessory manufacturers. SA DESIGN Soft cover 21 x 27 cm. 128 pages Technical illustrations and diagrams ISBN: 1884089291 Book No: SA17 $A44.95

STREET TURBOCHARGING: DESIGN, FABRICATION, INSTALLATION, AND TUNING OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE STREET TURBOCHARGER SYSTEM by Mark Warner
Transform an average car or truck into a turbocharged high performance street machine. A handbook on theory and application of turbocharging for street and high-performance use. This comprehensive guide features sections on theory, in-depth coverage of turbocharging components, fabricating systems, engine building and testing, aftermarket options and project vehicles. HP Books Published May 30th, 2006 Soft cover 21 x 27 cm. 192 pages Technical illustrations and diagrams ISBN: 1557884889 Book No: HP4889 $A44.95

SUPERCHARGING PERFORMANCE HANDBOOK (Motorbooks Workshop) by Jeff Hartman
The Supercharging Performance Handbook covers all aspects of supercharging a vehicle, whether carbureted or fuel-injected. Packed with thorough explanations of the different types of superchargers and aftercoolers available, expert guidance to help the reader decide which supercharger is right for which application, and in-depth discussion of such topics as efficiency, proper sizing, proper installation, and supporting systems modification. The Supercharging Performance Handbook provides the knowledge you need to significantly increase your vehicle's horsepower. Motorbooks Intl (15 Dec 2011) Soft cover 176 pages Well Illustrated 27 x 21 cm ISBN 0760339384 / 978-0760339381 Availability: NEW PUBLICATION ON ORDER $TBA

SUPERCHARGING, TURBO CHARGING AND NITROUS OXIDE PERFORMANCE by Earl Davis
This is a complete guide to selecting, installing, and tuning forced-induction fuel/air systems. Everything involved with these systems will be covered, including assessing power goals, component selection, engine preparation, tools, installation procedures, tuning, vehicle modifications, driveability, and sources. Publisher: Motorbooks International Soft cover 160 pages 250 illustrations Product Dimensions: 26.7 x 21.6 x 0.5 cm ISBN-10: 0760308373 ISBN-13: 978-0760308370 $39.95


TURBOCHARGERS by Hugh MacInnes
Complete and most informative. Covers turbo design, sizing and matching, installation, controls, carburetion, ignition, exhaust, intercooling, water injection, maintenance, and more How to select and install the correct turbo for 50% to 300% high-performance improvement. Everything you could possibly need to know about turbochargers for automotive applications is in this book Popular Cars. HP Books Published: 1984 Soft cover 160 pages 21 x 27 cm Technical diagrams & illustrations ISBN: 0895861356 Book No HP49 $A34.95

TURBOCHARGING PERFORMANCE HANDBOOK by Jeff Hartman
The definitive resource on turbocharging--from ignition to intercooler, exhaust to EMS--this book tells you all you need to know, whether you're planning a scratch-built turbo engine, converting a non-turbo motor, or troubleshooting OEM turbo equipment. Author Jeff Hartman offers thorough, clear, and useful information on every aspect of turbocharging. And, after discussing the components and processes in general terms, he presents a number of case studies that complete the picture, providing a real-world understanding of how these modifications actually work. A MBI Publishing Publication Published 2007 Soft Cover 21 x 27 cm. 244 pages 250 illustrations ISBN: 760328056 Book No: 36460 $A39.95

TURBOMANIA: TURBOCHARGING THE VW ENGINE by Bob Tomlinson
More than 200 pages stuffed with easy-to-read, easy-to-follow, and easy-to-get turbo power results. More than 300 illustrations and plenty of tips from the pros. Waste gates, intercoolers, carb conversions, Turbo Cooling, Sizing, Selection, Fuel Systems, Compressor Maps, and much more. Great reading, a must for your personal library. (I found it one of the "better" books on BLOW THROUGH turbo charging) CB Performance Soft cover 200+ pages 21 x 27 cm 240 photos, 90 ill. technical diagrams & illustrations $A45.00
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